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ABSTRACT 
 

The Compressed Air Sector (CAS) is responsible for a relevant part of energy consumption, accounting for a mean 

10% of the world-wide electricity needs. This ensures about the importance of the CAS issue when sustainability, in 

terms of energy saving and CO2 emissions reduction, is in question. Since the compressors alone account for a mean 

15% of the industry overall electricity consumption, it appears vital to pay attention towards machine performances. 

 

The paper deals with compressor technology and it discusses the energy consumptions, on the basis of a 

comprehensive analysis of data for existing machines, mainly provided by the Compressed Air and Gas Institute 

(CAGI) for the US scenario, and PNEUROP, on the European compressors market. Data referring to different 

machine technologies, were processed to obtain consistency with fixed reference pressure levels and organized as a 

function of main operating parameters. Saving directions for different compressor types, screws & rotary vanes, 

have been analyzed. Main factors affecting overall efficiency have been split and all different efficiency terms 

(adiabatic, volumetric, mechanical, electrical, organic) considered separately. This has allowed a term-by-term 

evaluation of both the margin for improvement and the impact of each term on the “step change” in energy saving, 

leading to the evaluation of how efforts in the CAS contribute to the 20-20-20 policy emissions reduction targets. If 

a negligible growth in efficiency is achievable by further increase of volumetric and mechanical terms (few tenths 

percent), wide margins for improvement come from an upgrade of the transformation, through the adoption of a 

dual-stage intercooled compression. Its potential has been compared to that of an internal cooling strategy, with a 

fine oil spray injected within the flow: if the former solution requires the use of dedicated cooling devices between 

stages, the latter has its main drawback in the presence of cooling medium vapor phase within the flow, leading to a 

growth in compression work. Since the heat provided by oil cooling is available at a temperature (70-90°C range) 

that allows the conversion into mechanical energy by means of an Organic Rankine Cycle (efficiency range 8-10%) 

and considering that the thermal power from the oil and the mechanical power absorbed by the compressor are of the 

same order of magnitude, energy recovery is interesting as well. This measure, coupled with that of a multi-stage 

compression, has the potential to overcome the globally shared goals on energy and carbon saving. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The global instability experienced in the recent past and still affecting every Country in the World suggests the 

complexity of the energy issue. Furthermore, the difficulty in depicting the present energy scenario represents the 

reason for great uncertainty in the near future. Those criticalities adversely influence the delineation of a shared 

energy policy and contribute to vanish all efforts oriented at the definition of a globally accepted energy planning. 

 

Since the paper focuses on CAS, whose energy demand mainly concentrates on electric energy, the overall 

electricity consumption for different Countries, rather than the one including the thermal contribution, is worth to be 

considered. Data of interest, provided by the International Energy Outlook 2011 (IEO 2011) are reported in Table 1 

and Figure 1 and the electricity need relative share among sectors is specified. The electric energy demand for the 

industrial sector covers a great part of the cumulative electricity demand, both in developed and developing 

Countries. Among them, great attention has been paid to Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa, commonly 

designated as BRICS Countries, expected to be the most rapidly growing economies in the near future. 
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Table 1: Electricity demand by sector and industry share (%)
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Figure 1: Electricity by sectors
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The percentages in Table 1, yet critical for the present scenario, depict an even worse picture, when matched to 

projections for future energy consumption, assuming 2020 and 2035 time horizon as a reference: they fix a 

proportion between electricity demand by sector, that, given the growing trend in electric energy consumption, will 

result in the use of a greater amount of energy and consequently a greater amount of CO2 into the atmosphere. The 

risk to exceed limitations is then higher when those percentages are expected to raise from the present values, 

because of a higher presence of developing Countries industry-based economies, expected in the near future. Energy 

sector (47%) industry (18%) and transports (22%) are the main responsible for the CO2 increase in the atmosphere 

today, resulting in more than 85% of global emissions, according to data presented in the World Energy Outlook 

(WEO) Special Report, by the International Energy Agency. A relevant part of this share comes from electricity, 

since the conversion efficiency has to be considered to evaluate the related emissions. Absolute values show that 

electricity use in industry is greater in EU (37.5%) with respect to US (27.1%), while for  BRICS Countries it ranks 

at 32.2% of the overall electricity consumption, with China alone representing 69.5% of this share. 

 

 

2. ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN INDUSTRIAL COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS 

 
From many independent studies, compressed air production in developed Countries accounts for a mean value 

around 15% of the overall electricity consumption in the industrial sector, with ceramics and glass industry, 

automotive and aerospace sectors and petroleum refining processes being the biggest contributors to this percentage. 

By adding all the other “compressed air needs”, i.e. the commercial and residential markets, the consumption grows 

to 20% of the industrial electricity needs (Cipollone et al., 2012), making the CAS an interesting sector of 

application of technological improvement, when CO2 reduction is considered as a major future concern. Energy 

saving in the CAS is possible by adopting a huge variety of interventions. According to a commonly accepted 

approach, the distinction between two families is possible, depending on where, with respect to the compression, the 

measures apply: upstream (preceding the compression, e.g. compressor choice, use of high efficiency motors, 

definition of adequate control systems) and downstream (following the compression, e.g. energy recovery/saving, 

heat re-use, leakages). Compressor technology and operation accounts for a mean consumption share close to 10-

20%, while pressure losses in pipes, leakages and an inappropriate use of compressed air account for a greater share. 

So, machines more oriented to reduce energy consumption and most preferably, oriented to reduce consumption in 

flow rate modulation (matching between demand and offer of compressed air) should be preferred (Radgen and 

Blaustein, 2001). Even if downstream offer greater room for improvement than upstream measures, the interest 

towards the compression transformation is a key factor and in the following it is investigated on different machines. 

 

Being the energy aspect crucial, an analysis of the energy consumption of existing machines, mainly screw type, has 

been done. Interesting source of data has been the CAGI, where data sheets of different manufacturers’ compressors 

are available. A clear overview of the energetic performances of present compressor technology came out from the 

processing of thousands of data sheets. Even if available in a standardized form and with an unified structure, data 

required a deep and time consuming treatment, in order to avoid inconsistencies in comparing performances. Main 

reason for this, is the difference between measured pressure levels and those considered as references: to allow a 

comparison between machines at the same delivering pressure, the following procedure has been applied: 

 

a) reference pressures are fixed equal to 8, 9, 10 and 11 bar; 

 

b) if the pressure delivered by a specific machine remains in the 5% of the reference value assumed, data are 

processed and modified in order to refer to reference pressure levels; otherwise, they are excluded; 

 

c) for the processed data, reference and measured pressures are known and the corresponding compression 

ratios are known as well. Energy consumption can then be referred to common pressure reference values, 

by observing that the overall compressor efficiency can be seen as: 

 

�����. = ��	.
�. ∙ ���. ∙ �����. ∙ ���. ∙ ����. 
 

(1) 
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The volumetric, mechanical, electric and organic terms are considered as constants, when the energy 

consumption from the measured values is referred to reference values. For this reason: 

 

������. = ���	.
�.  

(2) 

��	.
�. = �ℎ�	.
�.�ℎ���� = �� ∙ �
�� ∙ ������ − 1!
"# ∙ �
�� ∙ ��#��# − 1!

  

(3) 

$��	.
�.$� = "%&'((*, ��, �
�� , "#, ,) ∙ ����  

(4) 

 

The specific consumption variation related to the global efficiency and the pressure ratio is given by: 

 

∆/�/���� = /�∗ − /����
/���� = − ∆�����.�����. = − �∗ − ����

(����)��
  

(5) 

 

The specific consumption that corresponds to the compression ratio assumed as reference is then: 

 

/�∗ = 11 + �/�/����3 ∙ /����  

(6) 

while, for the mass flow rate: 

4∗ = 4���  

(7) 

It has to be noted that such an approach applies in case of small difference between measured and reference 

pressures, so that the assumption on the nature of the transformation will not affect the calculations1. Applying the 

correction procedure, almost 25% of the original data has been excluded, since the distance between measured and 

reference pressure was outside the 5% range. Figure 2 shows the performances of the existing compressors on the 

market, when all the data are recalculated at reference pressures: for sake of privacy, the data are presented 

anonymously, eliminating the manufacturer’s name. Data have been organized as a function of pressure delivered at 

rated (usual design operation) and zero (frequent in case of load/unload control) flow and as a function of oil cooling 

technique (air or water). The following considerations apply: 

 

a) specific power decreases in general with respect to flow rate, so bigger machines are more efficient: for air 

cooling, at 5 m3/min, 20 m3/min and 50 m3/min flow rates, the mean specific power is 7.7 kW/(m3/min), 

7.0 kW/(m3/min) and 6.5 kW/(m3/min), respectively; for the same flow rates, water cooled machines show 

specific power consumption of about 7.0 kW/(m3/min), 6.7 kW/(m3/min) and 6.5 kW/(m3/min), 

respectively. This trend is particularly evident for air cooled machines and for higher pressures delivered; 

 

b) machines, in which the oil is cooled by water, show higher efficiencies than those in which oil is cooled by 

air, since a pump (circulating an incompressible fluid) always has a negligible impact on package power 

demand, with respect to a fan; 

 

c) for a delivered pressure equal to 8 bar, air cooled machines have a significant technological scatter (among 

manufacturers): for a rated flow rate of 10 m3/min, the mean value is 6.8 kW/(m3/min), with a scatter of 

                                                           

 
1 In reality, rotary volumetric machines show an isochoric phase immediately after the valve opening, as pressure 

inside the vane is different from line pressure, quite far from the assumption of a polytropic. 
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Considering a mean penetration market factor equal to 35%, an overall yearly saving of 2 TWh could be reached. 

This is an interesting issue, when compared with all the other measures. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Energy and carbon saving, along with energy generation from renewable sources, are expected to be the most 

effective ways to deal with sustainability commitments of all the Countries in the World, with the efforts mostly 

expected in sectors responsible for high energy consumption, such as industry. Inside it, it appears vital to pay 

attention towards electricity needs. This is the main reason why the compressed air sector is being re-thought as an 

area offering great opportunities for improvements, being responsible for an electric energy consumption equal up to 

10% of the world-wide overall electricity needs. Given the electrical energy share with respect to overall energy 

needs, compressed air sector energy requirements can be directly related to the overall energy consumption and the 

saving potential it offers can be compared with other energy efficiency measures (e.g. renewable energy in 

electricity generation). 

 

In the article, an overview of present compressor technology is given, according to the data sheets from CAGI. 

These data have been processed in order to obtain consistency with fixed reference pressure levels. With reference 

to the premium machines, considered at different compression ratios, an overall efficiency value, able to closely fit 

real performances, has been derived equal to 0.81. An analysis of the various terms of the overall compressor 

efficiency shows that such a number represents a consistent estimation of mechanical and electrical terms 

contribution. Considering that both electric and mechanical technology have reached a good level of development 

(even if improvements still remain possible), a great potential saving is possible on the thermodynamic side. Present 

technology allows to consider a mean saving of 15% for an intercooled compressor. Correlating this issue with the 

present compressor market distribution, the most suitable power range in which the introduction of a multi stage 

compression would give the greatest results, in terms of energy saving, is 15-20 m3/min. 

 

The heat provided by the oil cooling is available at a temperature within the range 70-90°C, which allows a recovery 

into mechanical energy, by means of an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) based plant. A recent study demonstrates 

that the overall conversion efficiency reaches 8-10%, which is a very interesting recovery, considering that the 

thermal power of the oil is of the same order of magnitude of the mechanical power absorbed by the compressor. 

This contribution, along with that of a multistage intercooled strategy, leads to conclude that energy saving and 

energy recovery have the potential to overcome the goals expressed by EC and World main Countries, in terms of 

energy and carbon saving. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 

�  efficiency      (-) 

Δ  variation       (-) 

�  specific enthalpy      (J/kg) 

��  individual gas constant     (J/(kg·K)) 

�  absolute temperature     (K) 

"#  specific heat at constant pressure    (J/(kg·K)) 

*  adiabatic isentropic exponent    (-) 

,  polytropic exponent     (-) 

�  compression ratio      (-) 

/�  specific power consumption    (kW/(m3/min)) 

4  volumetric flow rate     (m3/min) 

�  Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient  (-) 

A, a  regression model parameters    (-) 

 

Subscripts and Superscripts 

glob.  global 

ad.is.  adiabatic isentropic 

vol.  volumetric 

mech.  mechanical 

org.  organic 

el.  electrical 

real  real 

inl  inlet 

msr  measured 

*  reported to reference pressure levels 

**  interpolating 
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